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PowerPod - 20 Degree Angle
PowerPods provide the clean look and
security of flush mounting with the
advantages of a swivel base.
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All NavPods are manufactured with a double
gasket system that provides an excellent watertight
seal. Protect your fishfinder/chartplotter from the
harshest of wet boating conditions and assure
reliability and longevity of your marine electronics.
Pre-Cut models are available for 7”-16” LCD displays.

PowerPods are available in high gloss white and Carbon Series.

PowerPod with RAM Mounts®
PowerPod with RAM Mounts combines the
protection of a NavPod with the mounting
flexibility of RAM Mounts.
PowerPod with RAM Mounts can be mounted
on practically any surface angle. Whether it be a
vertical bulkhead or off to the side of the console,
the choice of mounting options is endless.
NavPod’s unique stainless steel tamperproof
fasteners and the RAM Pin-Lock security system or
key lock knob are combined to allow you to leave
electronics on board without worry. Pre-Cut models
are available for 7”-12” LCD displays.

PowerPod with RAM Mounts incorporate the large
2.25” rubber “D” size balls, two cable manager base
platforms and the RAM-D-201U-C arm. The Hi-Torq
wrench is also included. RAM Mounts are designed
with a patented rubber ball and socket system
that allows precise positioning of your fishfinder/
chartplotter.
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PedestalPod - 45 Degree Angle
PedestalPod 45 degree positions your
fishfinder/chartplotter at a 45 degree
angle and 20” off the deck at an easy-toreach height.
PedestalPods allow you to easily reach and
access the fishfinder for changes to range,
zoom or even control the trolling motor.
PedestalPods provide protection of your
fishfinder/chartplotter from the harshest of wet
boating conditions.
The heavy-duty, powder coated aluminum
pedestal tube is 3” in diameter with a 5” round
base and has a large 1.75” opening. Pre-Cut
models are available for 7”-10” LCD displays.

John McClelland
NavPod Regional Sales Manager
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PedestalPod -- 70
70 Degree
Degree Angle
Angle

PedestalPod 70 degree incorporates a swivel
mount for precise viewing position.
This heavy-duty, powder coated aluminum pedestal tube
is 4” in diameter with a 6.5” round base. It has a large 1.75”
opening that provides plenty of room for running wires
and connectors internally for a very clean look. Wires and
electrical connectors are protected from water intrusion,
UV exposure or damage from just getting kicked or
snagged. Pre-Cut models are available for larger 10”
through 16” LCD displays.

8” Tall Tube
3” Tall Tube

PedestalPod with RAM Mounts®
Mark Davis
NavPod Pro Ambassador

PedestalPod with RAM Mounts is for
mounting the fishfinder at the bow.
Mount your fishfinder/chartplotter at an easy
to reach 20” off the deck while providing
an infinite number of ways to position and
view your electronics. This allows the user
convenient access to the display for changes
to range and zoom or control the trolling
motor. The PedestalPod with Ram Mounts
will fold down to 10” when not in use. Pre-Cut
models are available for 7”-12” LCD displays.
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PedestalMount
PedestalMount is for positioning the fish
finder off the deck for protection and
convenience while providing tilt and
swivel functionality.
The operating convenience of tilt, swivel and
added height combined with the protection
for wires surely make the PedestalMount a
great addition to many sportfishing boats.
The PedestalMount is for mounting the fish
finder near the bow. The fishfinder’s trunnion
bracket is to be mounted onto the top bracket
of the PedestalMount. The top bracket has
predrilled mounting holes that match up
to the trunnion bracket. The heavy-duty
powder coated aluminum pedestal is 4” in
diameter with a 6.5” round base. All wires and
connections are routed internally through the
pedestal base for protection.
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